Introduction

Embodied conversational agents (ECAs) were originally implemented as experts in their respective domains—bankers, real estate agents, or health care workers, for example. In this sense, those early ECAs, that provided information to their users, were similar to early dialogue systems, such as those developed to give information about trains [Ferguson and Allen 1998]. Even early chat systems, less concerned with accomplishing a task, still represented expertise in a domain, such as Rogerian psychology [Weizenbaum 1966]. More recently, smart speakers, such as Siri, Alexa, and Google Home, still give access to information but represent themselves as assistants rather than experts. It is an interesting twist (and beyond the scope of this paper to discuss); however, the relationship still embodies a power differential between the user and the system.

Intelligent tutoring systems and pedagogical agents (see Chapter 21 on “Pedagogical Agents” [Lane and Schroeder 2022] of this volume of this handbook) have followed much the same vein as early ECAs, focusing in vast majority on agents that act as expert tutors. These tutors pose questions, assess student knowledge, and selectively deliver tutorials for skills that students have not yet mastered. They have a representation of a subject area, of best practices in how to teach, and a model of the student that is updated as knowledge is acquired. Historically, many of these systems grew out of research into theories of how people learn, particularly by Herb Simon, John Anderson, and their respective students (e.g., Anderson et al. [1985]). Tutoring has been shown to lead to significant learning gains when carried out by human tutors and has also transferred well to AI-based intelligent tutoring systems that have been used with impressive results in thousands of K–12 and university classrooms worldwide [Koedinger and Corbett 2005]. Increasingly, these systems have amplified their performance by including the ability...
to recognize student emotional states. However, even those intelligent tutoring systems that include emotional awareness focus in large part on the emotions of the students, with the adult tutor monitoring and responding but not engaging at the level of an equal peer [e.g., Zakharov et al. [2008]].

While tutoring agents are derived from theories of how people learn, ECAs have been based on theories and descriptions of how people behave with one another [Cassell 2000]. As the paradigm of ECAs developed at the end of the last century, it was natural, then, that eventually researchers begin to include children’s behavior with one another as the model for their systems. This was particularly the case for researchers who had studied children’s interaction with other children through computational systems [Cassell 2002] or children’s interaction with non-embodied computational systems that listened and engaged without demonstrating expertise or assuming the stance of a teacher—what were called Story Listening Systems [Cassell 2004].

Children’s interaction with peers is enormously influential in their cognitive, social, and emotional development [Ladd 2005], and story listening systems evoked and supported children’s stories as ways of scaffolding cognitive, social, and emotional development. These story listening systems eventually became embodied in child-like ECAs called virtual peers [Cassell et al. 2000].

In what follows we focus on those virtual peers—the kinds of ECAs and robots where the computer takes on the role of a peer, often communicating with age-appropriate language, and even looking like a child of the same age as the young person interacting with it. For the most part, the application of contemporary virtual peers is learning, and so in this chapter we narrow the focus to learning (as opposed to interactions to simply pass the time without other goals, for example) among students up through university, but we broaden the discussion beyond the classic school curriculum to informal learning outside the classroom. We also broaden the focus beyond what are sometimes called “core literacies”—reading, writing, and arithmetic—to include the learning of socio-emotional skills such as curiosity and establishing social bonds. In this way, we focus both on ECAs without social competencies and also specifically Socially Interactive Agents (SIAs) as peers.

While many topics could be covered in a chapter of this sort, we organize the remainder of the chapter around the nature of natural peer interaction in young people and its role in development and learning. We begin by outlining some core ways that communicative behaviors among peers play a role in children’s development and in learning. We then turn to the implementation of virtual peers and how they can engage with children along the same key dimensions. Finally, we turn to ethical considerations and a roadmap for future work.
22.2 Peer Interaction

Children in virtually all societies spend significant periods of time with their peers. The context may be school or home, overseen by adults or free of adult intervention, while playing or working in dyads or in larger groups. In all of these contexts, peer interaction plays several important roles in children’s development. For example, while adults may provide notions of culturally appropriate narrative structure for storytelling, it is often with peers that children learn how to construct stories for an audience who cannot see what they are thinking [Vygotsky 1978, Christie and Stone 1999]. Likewise, while adults remain for the most part polite and encouraging when teaching children, children amongst themselves engage in argument and disagreement that in fact provides a unique resource for problem-solving and learning [Azmitia and Montgomery 1993, Pellegrini et al. 1998].

There has been increased focus on peer interaction in the developmental literature. This may well be because much of the developmental literature before a certain period considered that children spend their childhoods becoming adults, reproducing the best versions that they can of adult norms, and acquiring adult ways of interacting with peers. More recently, however, there has been a realization that children are members of a culture that is different from that of the adult world [Cook-Gumperz and Kyratzis 2001, Ladd 2005]. As Kyratzis [2004] notes,

Children are not merely unformed adults . . . they reformulate social categories (e.g., friendship, gender) appropriated from the adult culture in ways that are sensitive to context . . . and reflective of children’s personalities and momentary goals and agendas in the culture of peers (p. 626)

In this context, Zadunaisky and Blum-Kulka [2010] have identified peer interaction as a “double opportunity space,” on the one hand offering opportunities for children to construct their own kinds of childhood cultures, with important rules and roles for the group, and on the other hand providing opportunities for individual development in cognitive, linguistic, and social spheres. While action certainly plays an important role here (such as stomping away after losing a game), language and associated nonverbal (gesture, facial expression, posture shifts) and paraverbal (prosody and loudness) behavior is the primary way that both individual and social development takes place in the context of peers. For our purposes in this chapter, certain of these communicative behaviors with their peers are particularly important:

(1) Assuming and switching roles and participation frameworks in pretend play and collaborative learning.
(2) Taking positions in debate and disagreement using both language and embodied behaviors.

(3) Constructing variants of speaking styles to demonstrate affiliation or allegiance to a particular cultural group and particular identity.

(4) Different ways of communicating.

(5) The role of social interaction in development and learning.

### 22.2.1 Roles and Relationships in Peer Interaction

Many of our daily activities rely on designated roles, and relationships among those roles, that set expectations, rights, and responsibilities for how we participate in an activity with a partner [Allwood 2000]. Asymmetric role-relationships like lecturer–audience, teacher–student, or mentor–mentee, often come with fairly rigid expectations about who should say what when, and how the other should respond. For example, in large lecture classes, it is rare that students challenge the choice of homework assigned. Some of these roles—such as CEO–employee—are based on status or power relationships of the participants and remain relatively stable across activities; however, others are based on expertise about the current topic or are locally allocated in other ways. For example, a student in my small conversational agents class may that same evening be my yoga instructor.

Peer-to-peer interaction, on the other hand, reflects a socially symmetric relationship that gives both participants the same rights and expectations to speak, even while roles may shift seamlessly over the course of an activity. Two children building a block tower in a kindergarten classroom may start on equal footing until one steps back and says, “you’re doing it wrong.” In this symmetric relationship, however, the first child has the right to disagree and continue building the tower as before. In the workplace, two colleagues may begin revising a document together until one notices that the other is deleting text and suggests the other begin working on the references. In this symmetric relationship, the colleague who is deleting text may defend her choice and continue to delete. The social equality of the relationship has benefits for the roles that each takes. Neuman and Roskos [1992] observed that children engaged in instructional conversation with a peer negotiate and coach each other’s literacy activities. Unlike the exchanges in adult–child conversation, children instructing one another often reverse roles and attribute the role of the more capable peer according to the purpose of the play at hand. Based on studies such as these, taking roles has become an important part of the formal curriculum in many subjects. One striking example is in “pair programming” where students take turns being the driver and navigator in the writing of code [Campe et al. 2020].
22.2.2 Debate and Disagreement

In the absence of hierarchy, debate and disagreement can flourish, and these play an important role in learning and development. For adults, differences in life experience and perspective can lead to what has been termed “productive disagreement.” This concept has been popularized recently as a way of overcoming unproductive political conversations [Benson 2019]. However, the notion of productive disagreement in children goes back at least as far as Piaget. He described the benefits of cognitive conflict among peers as leading children to revise their views, unlike parent–child interaction where children are more likely to take as given the opinion of the adult ([Piaget 1959], cited in Tudge and Winterhoff [1993]).

There are in fact many positive functions of conflict in children’s peer interactions. Some of these can be traced to the need to deploy sophisticated linguistic strategies such as justification of one’s opinions [Eisenberg and Garvey 1981]. Others derive from children’s ability to maintain an argument as opposed to resolving it quickly [Genishi and DiPaolo 1982, Maynard 1985]. Recent studies have focused on the complex moment-to-moment interactional processes by which kinds of conflictual talk, such as gossiping about one another, teasing, and debates over who has won and who has played fairly in childhood games, are used among peers [Goodwin 1990]. Piaget traces disequilibrium in beliefs provoked by these kinds of conflict, and the subsequent change in beliefs that leads to learning [Piaget 1947:1950]. A more contemporary interpretation of this approach, referred to as socio-cognitive conflict, demonstrates the ways that cognitive conflict, specifically embedded in social situations, can lead to better learning than when individuals learn alone [Mugny and Doise 1978]. Sinha et al. [2017] observed how children in a small group, working on building a Rube Goldberg machine (a contraption where the goal is to make the mechanism as complex as possible), challenged and disagreed with each other’s ideas. These challenges and disagreements were in fact the most important predictor of an increase in curiosity in those who were challenged, and also in the group as a whole.

22.2.3 Varying Speaking Styles

In addition to seamlessly shifting roles, children in interaction with one another also seamlessly shift their ways of speaking, adopting and adapting language that they hear spoken by various adults around them, as well as constructing their own variants of speaking styles to display allegiance to a broader youth culture. These speaking styles play an important role as children experiment with who they want to be, and how they want to be perceived. They also allow children growing up in situations where different dialects or languages are in contact to mark their affiliation to dominant and minority ethnic, racial, and gender identities [Rampton 1995].
A 2021 article in the New York Times newspaper described in detail the struggles of a young Black woman as she moved back and forth between her poor family in New York City, and the elite boarding school she attended in Hershey Pennsylvania. A large part of the girl's struggle, as she described it, was around the decision of whether to adopt “speaking like a white person” full-time, and whether doing so would be a betrayal of her family [Elliott 2021]. Young people (and adults) who move between marginalized and mainstream communities often report this kind of code-switching as a way to maintain their affiliation with their home community, while also making their way in a world where the standard dialect is associated with increased earning power and other kinds of success [Kallmeyer and Keim 2003]. However, the movement back and forth is not without the kind of stress that is reported in the New York Times article, and Ogbu [2008] has coined the term “oppositional culture” to describe the ways that school systems may inadvertently set up a situation where the student feels the need to define her identity contra the expectations of the school, and for that reason to refuse the dialect that the school insists on.

In addition to code-switching of this kind, children may engage in pretend play where they assume the voices of the characters they are enacting. In this context, even quite young children are capable of “playing teacher” or “playing mother,” both roles they have participated in only as observer and interlocutor [Goodwin [1993], cited in Kyratzis [2004], Cekaite and Aronsson [2005]].

### 22.2.4 Difference in Peer Social Interaction

Thus far we have described peer interaction and peer learning in neurotypical populations.

However, non-neurotypical individuals, such as those diagnosed with autism spectrum disorders (ASD), tend to exhibit social-emotional skills that differ from their neurotypical peers, which impact their peer interactions in fundamental ways, such as difficulties with integrated verbal and nonverbal communication and with interpersonal relationship development, and insistence on behavioral and environmental sameness [American Psychiatric Association 2013]. ASD is called a spectrum disorder because each individual with ASD may demonstrate the above traits to a greater or lesser extent. Nevertheless, the research and clinical communities have identified what they refer to as “high-functioning autism” or Asperger’s, where individuals tend to exhibit different socio-emotional skills from their typically developing neurotypical peers, but to a lesser extent. For this reason, individuals from this population are likely to be mainstreamed into schools where they will interact with neurotypical peers. In contemporary classrooms, where group learning is the norm in many countries, these individuals may have
difficulties in benefiting from the learning context if they cannot engage in productive interaction with neurotypical peers, and their neurotypical peers likewise have difficulties engaging with them.

In reflecting on the role that virtual peers can play in the learning of socio-emotional skills as well as disciplinary topics, it is therefore important to understand the nature of social interaction and friendship among individuals with ASD, and in their interaction with neurotypical peers [Bauminger 2002, Bauminger et al. 2003]. Diagnostic criteria for autism define it in terms of “restrictive interests and behaviors” and “deficits in social interaction and communication” [DSM IV 1994]. The mechanism underlying these behaviors is often described as an “impaired theory of mind” [Senju 2012] whereby the individuals in question may have difficulty “de-centering” or imagining a perspective on the world different than their own. In the lay literature, this is often described as difficulty in imagining the thoughts and feelings of others, although this does not align perfectly with the technical definition of the cognitive capacity to infer other’s mental states. It is true that individuals with ASD may find it difficult to understand the behavior, and intentions behind that behavior, of others in social interaction. On the other hand, the same is true in the other direction, where neurotypical individuals find it difficult to understand the intention of individuals with ASD in social interaction [Humphrey and Symes 2011]. This has been referred to as the “double empathy problem” [Milton 2012]—a breakdown of empathy and mutual understanding between people with differing ways of experiencing the world, or the “cross-neurological theory of mind” [Beardon 2017].

Perspectives such as these are important not just for improving our understanding of individuals with ASD but also for our understanding of social interaction in general and peer social interaction in particular. These theories point out the kinds of obstacles posed by different experiences (including language or dialect spoken, socio-economic status, as well as other life experiences) in creating a social bond that can productively support learning and other aspects of development.

22.2.5 Social Interaction during Task Behavior

It would be inappropriate for a teacher to share his problems with his spouse during his high school class on linear algebra. The same teacher, however, while grading papers with a colleague, may well share those marital difficulties. Similarly, when friends engage in a task, regardless of its nature, they often refer to past shared experience, disclose their feelings about what they are doing, and, depending on the cultural context, they may engage in mutual teasing. They also engage in more mutual eye gaze and greater alignment in their speech rate. These behaviors serve to build and maintain rapport between the participants [Cassell et al. 2007].
Cappella [1990] goes so far as to argue that the “construct of rapport is arguably one of the central, if not the central, construct necessary to understanding successful helping relationships.” In fact, such behaviors between friends, apparently unrelated to task, are associated with higher learning gains in a peer tutoring task, while the same behaviors between strangers are negatively correlated with learning [Finkelstein et al. 2012, Wang et al. 2012].

The reciprocal relationship between peers is in part what allows this kind of off-task behavior, whether the peers are children or adults. Sociality and the interweaving of social and task talk is perhaps the most representative behavior of peer interaction, and it plays an essential role in cognitive development and learning [Hartup 1996]. Interleaving the two is a primary way in which peers bond and create solidarity and rapport with one another, manifest their alliances, and demonstrate that their relationship is special and not subject to the same politeness rules of the wider culture [Kyratzis 2004, Zhao et al. 2014]. As noted above, the off-task talk that achieves these goals may on its surface appear quite negative, such as joking at the expense of the other or teasing [Corsaro 1997, Kyratzis 2004]. As a clue to the affiliative function of these apparently disruptive behaviors, researchers have observed that children justify their actions during arguments but do not try to resolve their disagreement, as the conflict remains an important part of healthy peer interaction [Genishi and DiPaolo 1982, Maynard 1985].

22.2.6 Peer-based Learning

In peer-based learning, students learn both from and with one another, in dyads or small groups. They learn by explaining their ideas to others and by participating in activities where they can learn from their peers. Not only do the learners develop skills related to the material being discussed, they also develop invaluable interpersonal skills as they work with others, give and receive feedback, and evaluate their own performance [Blum-Kulka and Dvir-Gvirsman 2010, Sin et al. 2019]. Considerable convincing evidence has accumulated demonstrating that if students are asked to discuss their answers with other students, their understanding of the material increases more than if they did an active learning component on their own [Bonwell and Eison 1991, Johnson et al. 1991]. Similarly, structured group work can promote problem solving at a higher level than possible with individual effort alone [Millis and Rhem 2010]. Additionally, there is evidence that peer learning may help reduce attrition rates and increase engagement [Crouch et al. 2007, Porter et al. 2013]. Peer-based learning is particularly effective for underperforming students [Robinson et al. 2005] and those in low-resource environments [Jacobson et al. 2001].
These studies demonstrate that learning does not happen in a cultural or social void. When students learn together, a number of cognitive advantages accrue, linked in large part to the relative social equality of their relationships [Webb 1989]. It is not just the tutee who learns, however. The “tutor effect” refers to the fact that explaining a subject to somebody else can lead to learning [Sharpley et al. 1983]. Self-explanation, in the absence of a learning partner, has been linked to learning in many studies. However, the tutee’s challenges and questions also may encourage deeper reflection about the topic on the part of the tutor [Webb 1989]. Nevertheless, simply tutoring another is not sufficient as the experience of being both tutor and tutee may also encourage students to view learning as socially desirable [Rohrbeck et al. 2003] and to better understand how to learn. In fact, reciprocal tutoring [Palincsar and Brown 1984], where the students take turns as tutor and tutee, has been shown to be an important tool in classrooms and forms the basis for many of the SIAs we will discuss below.

Learning how to read and write is particularly facilitated by peer talk [Teale and Sulzby 1986, Fuchs and Fuchs 2005], as is the learning of math and science [Newcomb and Brady 1982]. While these subjects require cognitive skills, they also rely on self-confidence and self-efficacy and perhaps for that reason, peers play a particularly important role [Rohrbeck et al. 2003]. In this context, as mentioned above, in young adults peer tutoring has been formalized in what is called “peer (or pair) programming,” a paradigm that has been shown to be a particularly effective approach to learning for those students traditionally marginalized in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math), such as women or underrepresented minorities. Here, correlations have been found between the strength of the bond between peers and their learning gains [Zhong et al. 2016].

It is not just these school subjects that benefit from peer learning, however. Peer interaction plays a key role in the learning of a first and second language [Sato and Ballinger 2016]. In fact, as any parent who has moved to a country with a different language can attest, children most rapidly learn the second language in their interactions with peers, sometimes seeming to learn to speak a new language overnight!

### 22.3 Research on Virtual Peers and SIAs as Peers

In the first sections of this chapter, we discussed the value of peer interaction for learning and development. One might ask, then, what the value is of virtual peers—why not just stick to human peer contact? While the kinds of interactions discussed above are extremely valuable, peer-to-peer learning is not always possible. When peers cannot be found, when scheduling or distance or a pandemic makes
assembling a dyad or group impossible, or when the student doesn’t get along with the only available peers, or is not understood by them, peer-based learning may not be viable. In these instances, SIA as peers can make peer-based learning accessible by providing interactions and content matched to the learner’s (or learners’) stage in the learning process. Matched to the personal and interpersonal abilities of individuals or groups of learners, virtual peers can be capable of establishing peer-like bonds that sustain learning. Virtual peers, too, can maintain user privacy, which may allow learners to be more vulnerable about not understanding a particular subject matter.

Before we go any further, a note about terminology and its history. The first work on virtual peers was published in 2000 [Cassell et al. 2000]. In the same year the first paper was published on imbuing ECAs with social competencies [Bickmore and Cassell 2000]. Both strands of research continued independently; however, it would take 12 years before the two topics were joined, in a study of rapport in peer tutoring [Finkelstein et al. 2012]. Since virtual peers existed before they were given social competencies, “virtual peer” is used as the generic term, and “SIA as peer” is used to refer to a virtual peer with social interaction skills. A similar trajectory was followed by robots. Breazeal’s seminal book Designing Social Robots was published in 2002 [Breazeal 2002]. In 2013, Kory et al. [2013] published the first paper on robot peers. In what follows, then, we use the term “virtual peer” to refer to both physical peer robots and peer agents on a screen (the virtual, in this context, refers to the fact that it is not a flesh-and-blood peer) and “SIA as peer” to refer to both socially interactive peer robots and socially interactive virtual peers.

In terms of the relative merits of the two kinds of embodiment—robot and graphics—for peer agents, the jury is still out. A number of studies have compared physical to graphical peer agents. However, in vast majority the studies have compared a physical robot to an image of that same robot on the screen (e.g., Kennedy et al. [2015]). This comparison does not do justice to the strengths of each kind of embodiment—primarily, the physical presence of the robot and the more natural lifelike movement of the virtual agent—and so the comparison does not tell us much about the subject of this chapter. For that reason, in the remainder of the chapter we lay out studies on both virtual peers with a physical instantiation and virtual peers on a screen in those places where each has made important advances in the use of peer agents to support children’s learning and development.

While contemporary virtual peers are graphical virtual agents displayed on a screen or physical robots, the very first virtual peer system was also one of the earliest intelligent tutoring systems, the text-based Learning Companion System described in the visionary 1988 article “Studying with the Prince: The computer
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as learning companion” [Chan and Baskin 1988]. Here an artificial student interacted with the real student while both learned under the guidance of an intelligent tutoring system. By including two tasks, learning by being tutored and tutoring, this system was based on the effective “reciprocal teaching” paradigm [Palincsar and Brown 1984] described above in which children take both the teacher’s and learner’s role.

22.3.1 Roles for Virtual Peers

The earliest contemporary virtual peer played the role of a conversational partner in collaborative storytelling [Cassell et al. 2000]. Collaborative peer storytelling has been shown to have a positive impact on early reading and writing literacy [Teale and Sulzby 1986]. Based on a study of real children telling stories with one another, “Sam the CastleMate” was designed to be projected lifesize onto a screen behind a toy castle. A “magic tower” allowed Sam to seem to pass toys back and forth from the real to virtual world, and sensors in each room of the castle, as well as embedded in small figurines, allowed Sam to follow the child’s movements with its eyes, to give contextually appropriate feedback, and to tell stories that took place in the same room that the child had just played in. The graphics were intentionally cartoon-like in order to constrain the child’s expectations and to avoid any ambiguity about whether Sam was “real” or not (see section on ethics for further discussion). Most importantly, Sam was not photorealistic because the focus of the research was on the impact of the virtual peer on the child’s behavior rather than a focus on the most lifelike behavior possible for the virtual peer. In this context the evaluation focused on whether the system evoked natural social interaction behaviors in children and whether it improved their emergent literacy skills. Some children therefore were asked to play with Sam by themselves, and other children played with Sam and one other child, in a triad. These interactions were compared to children playing with another child or telling stories by themselves. Results demonstrated that children’s interaction with Sam was much like their interaction with other children. In fact, some children even coached Sam in how to tell stories, as in the case of one boy who told Sam “Try to make a longer story next time. It’s like this [Cassell 2004]. The little boy was outside….” The key question, however, is whether there was any benefit to Sam’s presence over and above what accrued to children playing with one another.

This did appear to be the case. The dyads of children playing without Sam sometimes told complete stories with decontextualized emergent literacy language. However, they also sometimes told stories that devolved into arguments or breaking parts of the castle. The stories that single children told with Sam, on the other
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hand, were more likely to show the important decontextualized language that predicts later literacy, and the amount of decontextualized language increased with each subsequent story that they told in collaboration with Sam. Likewise, when dyads of children played with Sam, their stories also demonstrated more emergent linguistic behaviors than in Sam’s absence, and Sam’s presence also led them to engage in more pro-social collaboration of the kind that allowed them to get maximal educational benefit from the storytelling (op. cit.).

More recently, virtual peers have played a wide variety of roles in learning contexts. In a 2013 review article, Mubin et al. [2013] discuss the different roles that robots have taken in education and concludes that younger children are more likely to see the robot as a companion while older children see it more as a teaching aid. In a more recent review article, Belpaeme et al. [2018] add the teachable agent as a third useful role that can be taken by robots. In the teachable agent paradigm [Biswas et al. 2005; Chase et al. 2009], the student is always the tutor, teaching an agent that is described as younger and/or less knowledgeable (as the little boy described above did spontaneously when teaching Sam how to tell a long story). This perspective takes advantage of the “tutor effect” described above whereby students learn by teaching as well as when they are the student. Interesting work by Dillenbourg and colleagues has shown that even when children teach physically based skills, such as handwriting, a robot that plays the role of teachable agent, and that makes mistakes, can be very effective (inter alia Hood et al. [2015]). Research comparing the role of tutor, tutee, and peer found that children preferred peer robots [Looije et al. 2008]; however, explicit judgements of this sort do not always translate into performance, and so further research is required.

Research by Baylor and Kim [2005] showed the success of having a virtual peer take a variety of instructional roles. Research by Chen et al. [2020] demonstrated an active role-switching policy trained using reinforcement learning, in which the agent was rewarded for adapting its tutor or tutee behavior to the child’s knowledge mastery level. Results demonstrate that both tutor and tutee roles were important. The former had a greater effect on learning while the latter had a greater positive impact on the student’s affect. From research such as this, it is clear that the most effective virtual peers would take not just one role but be able to switch among them (including tutee, collaborator, and tutor) during a session. Similarly, it has been demonstrated that virtual peers can recognize simple roles in some natural narrative collaboration contexts and successfully elicit a shift in roles in the human partner, as well as shifting roles themselves. For example, in the context of children’s spontaneous collaborative storytelling, Wang and Cassell [2003] has shown that children reliably began collaborative stories with their peers by attributing roles to one another. For example, one child might say “OK, you be the princess
and I’ll be the dragon.” Another might describe the content of each role by saying “OK, the princess kills the dragon and saves the prince who was locked up in the castle.” Based on an automatic analysis of speech and nonverbal behavior, the virtual peers were able to take on the roles the child had attributed to them, and, in return, to attribute roles to the child. While this worked for simple role attribution in limited contexts, for the most part it is currently beyond the ability of most virtual peers to recognize the need for a new attribution of roles, or to fluidly switch roles.

At perhaps the most basic level of role that a virtual peer can take, a large number of studies have focused on virtual peers as ways to motivate learners to persevere. For example, virtual peers can successfully motivate an individual to stick to a task during a one-on-one tutoring session [Lane et al. 2013]. Virtual peers that demonstrate low competency can similarly raise self-efficacy. However, the same study showed that it was the high-competency virtual peer that increased learning gains [Kim and Baylor 2006]. As described above, we know that children also motivate one another to persevere in searching for solutions through debate and disagreement when collaborating in a small group [Sinha et al. 2017]. However, engaging in this kind of curiosity-inspiring conflict is still beyond the natural language capabilities of SIA systems, as described in Paranjape et al. [2018].

Nevertheless, virtual peers and other ECAs have been shown to be able to leverage group processes such as group trust, group emotion, conformity, norms, or cohesion, and to exert influence on groups (e.g., Sebo et al. [2020], Traeger et al. [2020]). Virtual peers can also influence the learner’s stance toward learning. This has been notably demonstrated in a study showing that children were able to recognize a growth mindset in a peer-like robot, and then themselves adopt such a mindset in their own approach to learning [Park et al. 2017].

### 22.3.2 Debate, Teasing, and Disagreement in Virtual Peers

Given the significant role played by debate and disagreement in children’s cognitive and social development, as well as in learning among peers, it seems natural to wonder how such phenomena might be incorporated into virtual peers. However, as the results described above demonstrate, teasing and insults can backfire and reduce learning gains when they are used in the wrong context—for example, among strangers rather than friends [Finkelstein 2017]. These results appear to hold for unfamiliar robots as well, as shown by Roth et al. [2019] where fairly mild robot insults resulted in reduced task scores for the people collaborating with the robot. For this reason, liberally peppering an interaction with insults is not going to help SIAs to act as learning companions. On the other hand, while insults play a negative role among strangers, by the same token they can play a positive role
among friends where they may serve to mark the relationship between the two interlocutors as a special one that exists outside of the bounds of everyday politeness [Zhao et al. 2014]. In the context of the current chapter, this means that debate and disagreement are more likely to have a positive impact once rapport has been established. Indeed, in a situation where the rapport between child and SIA has been rated as high by external annotators, teasing does seem to be appreciated by the child. In fact, it is sometimes the child that initiates the teasing. An example comes from Finkelstein’s work where 8- to 9-year-old children collaborated with a virtual peer on a science task [Finkelstein 2017]:

Child: What do you think? Is [the bridge] going to be high or low?
SIA: Well, maybe we should make it lower so it has less room to wiggle around.
Child: Ah! You took my idea, Alex! That was my idea because—
SIA: Nuh uh.
Child: Yes, it was!

In this corpus, both child and SIA were likely to initiate teasing and, as the example above demonstrates, the episodes were well received by the child as well as initiated by the child. However, in this experiment, interactions took place over several weeks, which gave time for the relationship between child and SIA to develop. In addition, the data was collected in Wizard of Oz mode, which would have allowed the experiment to cut short any teasing that seemed to be missing the mark and resulting in ill feelings.

Future research in this area clearly requires an adaptive model of how specific conversational strategies can be deployed, based on the stage of the relationship and/or the level of rapport and the user’s own prior conversational strategies. As of this writing, in unpublished research the adaptive conversational strategy model of Zhao et al. [2014], that includes teasing and other violations of social norms, has been implemented as a SIA as peer tutor of algebra, and one hopes that the results of this research will further illuminate whether and how putatively negative behavior such as teasing and disagreement might play a positive role in SIAs as peers.

22.3.3 Varying Speaking Styles in Virtual Peers

As described above, even quite young children are capable of adapting how they speak. In fact, by age 4 children can produce baby talk when interacting with an infant, even when they don’t have an infant sibling [Weeks 1971 cited in Labotka and Gelman 2020]. By early school age, children can simplify their speech when interacting with a foreigner [Labotka and Gelman 2020]. As described above, children growing up in communities where low prestige dialects are spoken, and where
these dialects are forbidden in school, can often fluently switch back and forth from the low-prestige dialect to school talk, even when their teacher considers them incapable of using the school-ratified dialect [Rader et al. 2011]. This code switching between dialects can serve as an important way of maintaining a link to two cultures—the culture of home, family, and tradition, and the culture of school, upward mobility, and mainstream societally ratified success. While some children are able and wish to navigate these different expectations and their associated ways of speaking, other children are either incapable of code-switching or find the two sets of expectations incompatible, as anthropologist Ogbu has discussed at length [Ogbu 1992, 2008].

Given the importance of dialect and other ways of speaking in establishing identity and building social affiliation with others, one might expect that the use of dialect by virtual peers and SIAs as peers would also play an important role in their interactions with users. Finkelstein et al. [2013] used a clever “distant peer” paradigm where 8- to 9-year-old children who spoke in vast majority African American English (AAVE), a low-prestige dialect used in many parts of the United States, were told that they were collaborating with a child from another classroom elsewhere in the city and that they would be communicating via recorded messages. In fact, the 2 four-minute voicemail messages from the other classroom (one social and one science) had been recorded by a bidialectal bicultural voice actress using one of three dialect patterns: one group heard AAVE in the social message and in the science message. A second heard AAVE for the getting to know one another recording and Mainstream American English (MAE) for the science recording. A third group heard MAE for both recordings. In order to test the impact of the social and science message on the children’s dialect and on their production of science content, the children first heard the social message from the distant peer. They then recorded a social message in return. Then they recorded a science message. Then they listened to the distant peer’s science message, and finally they recorded their own second science message. The dependent variable was the difference between the number of scientifically valid arguments produced in the first science message (before hearing the virtual peer’s science message) and the second science message (produced after hearing the distant peer’s science message). While all children produced more science arguments after hearing the distant peer’s model, the authors found that students in the AAVE condition demonstrated greater gains in the use of this school-ratified science discourse than students in the MAE condition (with no difference for the code-switching condition from either of the other conditions).

A later experiment [Finkelstein 2017] replicated the results using actual virtual peers, both during a six-week experiment and in a one-shot experiment with a
larger number of participants. The virtual peers collaborated with children also 8 to 9 years old who also spoke primarily AAVE. Here the virtual peers looked identical across both conditions but spoke either MAE only (monodialectal) or spoke AAVE for brainstorming about a science task and MAE for practicing a presentation of their work for the teacher (the AAVE-only condition was omitted due to strong resistance from teachers). The use of two registers—brainstorming and speaking to a teacher—was introduced to justify the use of the different dialects. Here too the authors found that children in both conditions showed gains in the use of school-ratified science discourse (by which is meant both well-reasoned arguments and the language of science, such as referring to hypotheses and evidence) from pre-test to post-test). However, children who worked with the virtual peer that spoke their dialect demonstrated significantly greater gains in school-ratified science discourse from pre- to post-test than children in the mono-dialectal MAE condition, and the effect was strongest for children who were reading below grade level. The children in the code-switching condition also increased their participation in the science activity over the period of the experiment, unlike children in the MAE condition who visibly became increasingly aggressive with the agent and less participative over time.

Importantly, however, there was a strong mediating variable: children who collaborated with the bidialectal virtual peer demonstrated higher levels of rapport (as judged by external annotators), and it was the variable of rapport that predicted performance on the post-test [Finkelstein 2017]. This underscores the critical nature of social bonds in the success of virtual agents, as in the collaboration between human peers. It argues for social awareness as an essential part of virtual agents—a true argument for SIAs. Notably, not all studies with ECAs or robots have found the same results. Pazylbekov et al. [2019] found no increased learning gains for students working with a robot that spoke their own dialect of Kazakh. Similarly, a study on a pedagogical agent speaking high or low German also found no results on learning gains for the agent speaking the dialect of the student, although study participants gave higher likeability scores to the low German agent [Kühne et al. 2013]. Note that in these studies, however, the agent was not a peer but an authority figure, and the agents made no explicit attempts to knit social bonds, which may indicate that rapport is both more important and more easily built when virtual agents are peers than when they represent teachers or other authority figures. This is a key argument for SIAs as peers.

Nevertheless, integrating low-prestige dialects into SIAs presents its own challenges. In the longitudinal study reported above, children working with the agent that spoke their dialect produced more ratified science discourse, but they also produced increasing amounts of AAVE over time, a fact that may have caused
difficulties for them in their classrooms, where their teachers were explicitly negative about this low-prestige dialect. And unfortunately, integrating AAVE into virtual peers did not solve one fundamental issue concerning low prestige dialects, which is internalized biases against low-prestige dialect speakers. Famously, sociologist Basil Bernstein found that people who spoke low-prestige dialects in the UK tended to find others who spoke similarly to be more likeable, but less competent and less capable of earning high salaries [Bernstein 1961]. Similarly, Lugrin et al. [2020] found that adults judged robots speaking their own low-prestige dialect to be more likeable and less competent. In Finkelstein’s studies, children who interacted with Alex over several weeks did change their explicit language ideologies. That is, they were more likely to say that it was okay to speak AAVE in some contexts. However, across conditions, and even for those students who had collaborated with a code-switching virtual peer for 6 weeks, all of the children continued to rate people who spoke AAVE as significantly less smart than people who spoke mainstream English. This persistent issue highlights the fact that while virtual peers may play an important role in children’s learning, they are not silver bullets. Eradicating bias is a multipronged societal issue.

### 22.3.4 Difference in SIAs as Peers

Speaking different dialects and in different registers is one important way that SIAs as peers can support children experiencing difference in learning and development. Another is to be sensitive to the needs of non-neurotypical individuals. Here virtual peers have been successfully deployed to assess cognitive skills in children with ASD [Zhang et al. 2020a] as well as to improve confidence in social skills among adolescents with ASD [Boccanfuso et al. 2016]. Some studies have demonstrated that children with ASD can deploy social skills in their interactions with virtual peers that they do not deploy with real human peers [Tartaro and Cassell 2008], suggesting that these skills are in some sense known but not deployed in the young people’s everyday interactions. Based on this finding, some research has investigated whether it is possible to support adolescents with ASD in reflecting on social skills through programming virtual peers—systems that have been referred to as *authorable virtual peers* [Tartaro and Cassell 2006]. In a longitudinal study [Tartaro et al. 2015], teenagers with ASD were initially given a control panel that allowed them to choose behaviors for a virtual peer to perform in its interaction with another adolescent. Strikingly, the teenagers chose behaviors for the virtual peer to perform that they themselves did not use in interaction with their peers. Over a period of several weeks, the teenagers learned how to program novel behaviors for the virtual peer and even record language into the control panel for the virtual peer to utter. Once again, the teenagers developed social behaviors for the
virtual peer that they themselves did not use. Results of the study demonstrated that programming social behaviors and controlling those behaviors for a virtual peer had a transfer effect such that the teenagers subsequently were better able to deploy some of the social skills that they had programmed in their interactions with their real peers [Tartaro et al. 2015]. The topic of autism and socially interactive agents is further addressed in Chapter 25 on “Autism and Socially Interactive Agents” [Nadel et al. 2022] of this volume of this handbook.

22.3.5 Social Intelligence in Virtual Peers

One explanation for the success of peer-based learning comes from studies, some described above, that demonstrate that peers spend a fair amount of time managing social cohesion—the bonds that exist within social groups of various kinds. Even relatively young children can express their affiliation and bonds with others whom they resemble or wish to resemble, in quite sophisticated and effective ways [Kyratzis 2004]. Socially interactive peer agents can play similar roles. For example, a field trial of social peer robots in classrooms in Japan has shown that SIA robots can both detect friendship among the real children it interacts with and evoke friendship-like behaviors with children. This result was particularly the case for a sub-group of the children who specifically treated the robot as a peer (for example, asking it for advice about personal matters) but did not want to know how it functioned. This suggests that those children needed to suspend disbelief about the robot’s mechanical functioning in order to engage in friendship [Kanda et al. 2007].

In a closer examination of how rapport is built among human teenage reciprocal peer tutors working on linear algebra, Madaio et al. [2017] found that a number of different conversational strategies may play a role in raising levels of rapport. Some of the peer tutors, for example, couched negative feedback in indirect terms, and this indirectness negatively correlated with the level of rapport judged by external annotators, and positively correlated with the number of problems the peer tutees attempted, and the number they successfully completed. This use of indirectness was particularly the case for confident peer tutors, who may be better able to allocate some attention to the social context as well as to the tutoring content. In another study, teens working with SIAs as peers that manifested the same social interaction strategies as found in the human–human study demonstrated greater learning gains; however, this was only the case for the students who started with stronger knowledge of linear algebra. For those students whose prior knowledge was lower, a task only version of the agent was most successful in promoting learning gains [Guzman Garcia and Cassell unpublished]. This suggests that social interaction with the SIA as peer may require some cognitive effort and as such is
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Easier to maintain for those students for whom the task is less effortful. Evidence for this interpretation also comes from a neuroscientific study that showed that while interacting with a human interlocutor engaged the parts of the neural apparatus responsible for social interaction, interacting with a virtual human in an identical task engaged both the social and cognitive effort parts of the neural apparatus [Gayda et al. 2008]. Of course, as Tärning et al. [2020] explain, both developmental and neuroscientific evidence exists for the primacy of social stimuli. They link these results to the effectiveness of SIAs as peers whose nonverbal behaviors “prime a feeling of social partnership in the learner, which leads to deeper cognitive processing during learning, and results in a more meaningful learning outcome as reflected in transfer test performance” (Mayer and DaPra [2012], as quoted in Tärning et al. [2020]). Given the results above, however, it is clear that this social partnership may not work for every learner or perhaps only for particularly well-designed SIAs. In any case, it is clear that SIAs as peers can profitably use language and nonverbal behavior to create social cohesion in the service of task performance, as has been shown in a number of studies that have looked at the impact of social behaviors in virtual peers on learning. Baxter et al. [2017], for example, assessed the effects of a personalized robot on learning in the classroom, assessing performance on both a novel and familiar task. What is meant by personalized in their context is some overall nonverbal convergence to the child’s movements, personability (friendliness, informal language, and lack of imperatives), and adaptation to task, such that the personalized peer robot allowed the child to repeat a task. While the ability to repeat a task might be considered as a confound, as it may derive more from good teaching technique than personalization, results did show a learning effect such that the personalized robot resulted in more learning on the novel topic (although not on the familiar topic). One important issue concerning social intelligence in virtual peers is how to maintain interest over the time it takes to build rapport, as virtual peers can be repetitive in their language and nonverbal behavior. Burger et al. [2017] implemented a module that was capable of engaging in mutual self-disclosure with children over a two-week period. A larger number of self-disclosures on the child’s part was associated with higher rapport, and higher rapport led to more use of the application over time (see Chapter 12 on “Rapport Between Humans and Socially Interactive Agents” [Gratch and Lucas 2021] of volume 1 of this handbook [Lugrin et al. 2021]).

Techniques such as these will be important for future work with SIAs as virtual peers. In this context, encouraging evidence about the feasibility and impact on learning of integrating rapport building behaviors into SIAs comes from a parallel research tradition in parasocial relationships between children and characters that are familiar to them from mainstream media such as movies, computer games, and television shows. American television shows such as Blues Clues and Dora the
Explorer have developed ways to deploy socially contingent parasocial interactions, defined as techniques whereby characters are programmed to create pseudo conversations with children through comments, questions, and well-placed pauses [Lauricella et al. 2011]. An increasing number of studies have shown the effectiveness of this approach, both for children’s feelings of friendship with the character and for their learning in interactive computer games. In one study, for example, Calvert et al. [2020], who have spearheaded much of this work, have shown that the strength of young children’s parasocial relationship with Dora the Explorer predicted their learning gains on an early math skills task, and that this learning transferred to other tasks. Similar results come from the kinds of child characters being integrated into interactive videos such as those derived from the American TV show Elinor Wonders Why. While social bonds have not been assessed, recent work by Xu et al. [2022] shows that children respond significantly more accurately to science questions posed right after watching the interactive version of the video than after watching the broadcast version without interaction between the child character (a curious bunny named Elinor) and the child viewer. Even more strikingly, engagement is higher for the interactive child character than for a parent when engaging in dialogic reading (engaging the child in dialogue about the book being read), and the child’s story comprehension is also higher in the interactive child character condition [Xu et al. 2021]. In all these cases, the studies rely on the power of learning with an interactive peer.

22.4 Models and Modeling

As we move toward the conclusion of this chapter, it is important to note that, in addition to being effective interventions, virtual peers and SIAs as virtual peers can also serve another important role, and that is as models of human behavior, in the sense of McClelland’s explorations of “ideas about the nature of cognitive processes” [McClelland 2009]. In this context, researchers can create different versions of a virtual peer, and observe which look natural and which seem unnatural. More helpfully still, researchers can relatively quickly change the virtual peer’s behaviors, have the virtual peers interact with children, and thereby assess—for example—what kinds of disagreements are productive and what kinds obstruct learning rather than supporting it. In addition, virtual peers can elicit peer-like behaviors in children when experiments among real peers are difficult to carry out. This is the case, for example, with the experiments on the role of low-prestige dialects in learning described above. It is extremely difficult, and perhaps impossible, to find a context in which every variable is kept constant except the dialect that one child speaks with another, or to find a child who varies the dialect in one
task and not another. Issues of socio-economic status, ethnicity, low- versus high-resource schools, and several other variables that co-vary have rendered difficult important research on the role of low-prestige dialects in learning, and their impact on children's language ideologies. Virtual peers have allowed this research, as described above. Similarly, experiments with SIAs as peer robots interacting with pairs of students were able to discover instances of engagement that were productive and instances of engagement—often held up as the holy grail of interactive learning environments—that were unproductive [Nasir et al. 2021]. The results of studies such as these, that identify productive sequences for all students, or for particular populations, in particular contexts, can be integrated into virtual peers that then are optimally helpful to their human partners. This double role, of model and intervention, underlies many virtual peers—and ECAs before them.

As well as allowing researchers to tweak behavior and observe whether it is natural or not, and whether it is helpful or not, virtual peers can also help researchers better understand the very nature of dyadic interaction among peers. Here, in some sense virtual peers are acting as simulations of theory of mind [Decety and Grèzes 2006], both for the researcher and for the child interacting with the virtual peer. This is the case, for example, for children with ASD. As we described above, research shows that these children appear to find it easier to interact with virtual peers than with real peers [Tartaro and Cassell 2006, 2008]. However, when they are given the opportunity to program social behaviors into authorable virtual peers, they can then subsequently use some of the behaviors they have programmed in subsequent face-to-face interaction with their real peers [Tartaro et al. 2015]. This suggests that the virtual peer is a kind of “practice other”—an interlocutor who is easier to engage with than real peers, whose perspective is perhaps easier to assess (in the sense of a theory of mind), and who serves as a steppingstone to interaction with real peers.

Yet another role for virtual peers-as-model is to highlight places where we do not yet have adequate computational models of children's language, particularly children's language when speaking to their peers. And yet such models are required to build effective autonomous agents that truly speak like peers to their child users (we might envisage a future large language model called “Bertie” for example). Such computational models and associated corpora would also allow us to analyze peer communication more effectively. Failures in implementation are not usually published; however, one informative example comes from the work described above concerning the role of conflict in raising the level of curiosity in elementary school children. A series of papers published on the dynamics of curiosity in group learning (see Sinha et al. [2022] for the most complete discussion) describes the ultimate goal of implementing detailed models of curiosity and embedding
them in a virtual peer or several virtual peers capable of engaging in conflict and thereby inspiring a rise in curiosity. However, attempts to build such systems (see Paranjape et al. [2018] for first steps) ran into issues due to the impossibility at the time of building a deep learning model of children’s peer talk that would automatically detect productive conflictual talk in children’s multiparty conversation, and autonomously generate utterances that would inspire such productive conflict.

### Future Work: User Modeling and Conversational Strategies

Developing computational models of how conflict is displayed through verbal and nonverbal means, and how it can be evoked in children, remains an important goal for future work. However, the challenge of modifying automatically generated language to adapt to different populations—for example low-literacy adults (cf. Martin et al. [2020])—is undergoing active research in the NLP community. One might imagine that such work would be applicable to generating child-like language. There is also recent work in open-domain chat-oriented systems, including using large-scale language models such as DialoGPT [Zhang et al. 2020b] and BlenderBot [Roller et al. 2021] to generate grammatical and locally relevant text in conversation; however, these systems are not yet able to generate appropriate text within a certain context beyond one or two turns. Those that learn in real time may also integrate biased or socially inappropriate user input for training data, and thus generate unsuitable language [Zhou et al. 2020]. However, recent work has made strides in analyzing and generating conversational strategies of the kind that build rapport [Soni et al. 2021, Raphalen et al. 2022]. This latter work, too, will undoubtedly play a role in generating child-like language that builds a social bond with a real human peer.

In addition to the challenges highlighted in the sections above, user modeling remains an important challenge for SIAs as peers. User modeling has played a key role in tutoring systems, from their earliest days (cf. Sleeman and Brown [1982]). In user modeling in the tutoring context, the system keeps track of what a student knows and does not know, adapting the model as new knowledge is presented, and updating it when assessment shows that the student has acquired knowledge (or forgotten it). Some user models for tutoring systems differentiate between procedural knowledge (roughly, how to address a topic) and conceptual knowledge (roughly, a deeper knowledge of the domain, which allows the student to generalize) [Murray 1999, Rau et al. 2009]. In current user models for other domains (such as recommendation systems), user preferences are also recorded as well as, for some systems, an assessment of personality or other personal and interpersonal features of the user. Establishing and maintaining a user model for a SIA
is particularly important as rapport and other social constructs change over time. And yet, user models for systems where the computer plays a peer are particularly difficult to design as the model must take into account the preferences and abilities of a student of a certain age and not those of the designer of the system. This may include vocabulary level, level of theory of mind, cultural references, size of gesture space (larger in younger children than in older), and other features of a student of a particular age group. Modeling a peer is important because prior research suggests peer discussions are successful in part because the discussion helps identify misunderstandings while still “speaking the students’ language” [Blum-Kulka and Dvir-Gvirsman 2010].

22.6 Ethics of Virtual Peers

Systemic racism and discrimination are embedded in our educational systems, including on the part of students toward their peers. For this reason, virtual peers must carefully consider notions of equity and inclusion from the moment of their conception [Perry and Lee 2019]. A powerful example of this concern comes from Finkelstein’s work on low prestige-dialects, described above. In a number of cases, the researchers were banned from the classroom for “advocating poor English.” The students themselves learned more when brainstorming with virtual peers that spoke as they did, but they still demonstrated internalized racism with respect to those agents. That is, while the children learned more with the agents who spoke as they did, when asked if those agents were smart, they replied that they were not, more than once specifying “because they speak ghetto” [Finkelstein 2017]. This reminds us that we must carefully navigate the ways in which AI systems can propagate bias and exclusion and must include the goal of reducing bias and increasing representation as part of the design criteria. Researchers must also pay attention to the composition of the datasets they use as training data. They must attend carefully to the appearance, voice, and behaviors designed for the agents to remove any unintended bias. For example, early pedagogical agents included negative stereotypical gendered characteristics, such as low-cut blouses and tiny waists for female agents, and negative stereotypical ethnic characteristics such as gold chains and backwards baseball hats for African American agents. Some research has turned to gender- and ethnicity-ambiguity to reduce the risk of reifying such stereotypes [Rader et al. 2011].

In addition to issues of bias, there are more general ethical issues to address. Voice assistants such as Alexa, Cortana, and Google Assistant have evoked a fair amount of fear among parents and teachers, and this fear also affects adult perceptions of SIAs as peers. Perhaps the most common of such responses by parents
is the fear that children will come to believe that they need not be any more polite with real people than they are with Alexa. Other worries include that children will no longer be able to distinguish between real and virtual playmates and will come to prefer the virtual versions, always accessible and always up for a game. These worries have been extensively covered by the press (e.g., Gonzalez [2018]), and even formed the subject of reports by governmental commissions (e.g., CNPEN [2021]). While there do not currently exist significant data to support these reservations, it is clear that general guidelines for the implementation of SIAs as peers should be followed so as to ensure the emotional and physical safety of vulnerable users, particularly young children and children with special needs. For example, the CNPEN report suggests that SIAs as peers be clear about the fact that they are not real, that they not be photorealistic in appearance, and that it be possible to find out what data they are collecting and storing about child users. In some sense, these guidelines should hold for all AI systems, but when the users are children, they are perhaps particularly important to keep in mind. In addition, while the press has covered adult fears about SIAs as peers, it is just as important to understand children’s own reactions and worries [Yip et al. 2019]. Finally, while guidelines for ethical use are important, it is also useful to remember that fears such as those described above have in fact accompanied the introduction of every new talking technology, from the radio to the television to videogames and today to virtual peers [Cassell 2020]. We might therefore wish to take a cue from a 1961 booklet on the dangers of television published by the US government and illustrated by famous cartoonist Walt Kelly:

there are few things to practice not doing. Don’t be afraid of it. These things are probably here to stay. Don’t be afraid of your child. He’s not here to stay. He’s a precious visitor. Do not wind your child up and set him to play with it unguided. Do not wind it up and set it to watch your child. A machine is a bad sole companion. It needs help. You can help it. Love your child. [Kelly 1961].

22.7 Conclusions
The development of virtual peers has built on work in intelligent tutoring systems and ECAs but goes beyond them. The 2020 (and beyond) pandemic has demonstrated the need for students to continue learning even when separated by distance and time from their peers and teachers. Like intelligent tutoring systems, virtual peers can be tuned to a student’s capabilities and are available on demand at any time or place. In addition, virtual peers can take advantage of the ways in which the presence of peers potentiates learning and development, in terms of the
productive cognitive conflict they can generate, the evocation of self-explanation, and the social bonds that underly much of learning and development. SIAs as peers, whether graphical agents or physical robots, are particularly well-placed to build learning-focused social bonds over time and to allow students to continue to make gains in learning as well as in the socio-emotional skills that will allow them to lead productive lives.
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